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Une série de conférences   -  A series of lectures 

Cette conférence s'adresse à un large auditoire / Suitable for a general audience

The Church-Turing thesis: story and recent progress 

  e Church-Turing thesis is one of the foundations of computer science. e thesis heralded the dawn of the computer revolution by 
enaling the construction of the universal Turing machine which led the way, at least conceptualy, to the von Neumann computer 
architecture and first electronic computers. e thesis says that every numerical function computale by means of a purely mechanical 
procedure is computale by a Turing machine. It is that remarkale and a priori implausile charaerization that underlies the 
ubiquitous aplicability of digital computers. 
  But why do we believe the thesis? It is not hard to see that the existing aruments in favor of the thesis are insufficient. Kurt Goedel 
surmised that it might be possile to state axioms which embody the generaly accepted properties of computability, and then to prove 
the thesis on that basis. at is exactly what we did in a recent paper with Nachum Dershowitz of Tel Aviv University. 
  e story of the Church-Turing thesis is fascinating and scaered in ecialized and oen obscure pulications. We wil try to do justice 
to that intelectual drama. 
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      What, if anything, can you do in linear time?  

  In mathematics and theoretical computer science, it is oen claimed that polynomial time is feasile. Is this true? Wel that depends, 
on the aplication and on the polynomial. Some aplications require linear time solutions. A prolem of size n should be solved in cn 
time where c is reasonaly smal. But what can you do in linear time? More than one may expect. We describe some prolems that are, 
unexpectely, solvale in linear time.    
  We came across linear time computability working on logics relevant to security policies. We motivate and describe a particular logic L 
relevant to security policies and show that the folowing prolem is solvale in linear time: given sequence H of hypotheses H and a 
sequence Q queries, determine which queries folow from the hypotheses.  

         Security policy: logic and engineering 

  In soware industry, a useful formalization of the prolem at hand is much more likely to involve logic rather partial differential 
equations. Many engineers do formal logic day and day out even though they may not realize that. Security policy is one of those fields 
where engineers do logic. e security policy of a large organization is complex al by itself. It is hard to keep it consistent. But the 
organization does not live in vacuum. Imagine a paranoid world where trust is in short suply but interaion is extensive and should be 
automated. To this end we created a policy lanuage caled Evidential DKAL (where DKAL stands for Distributed Knowledge 
Authorization Lanuage). In the lecture we wil present this piece of aplied logic and touch on the issue of real-world computability.  
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